
STATEMENT OF THE BBMP GUTTIGE POWRAKARMIKARA 
SANGHA IN REGARD TO THREATS AND INTERFERENCE BY 
CONTRACTORS IN THE PERFORMANCE OF WORK BY 
POWRAKARMIKAS 
  
  
Today, i.e. 23.09.2017, across Bangalore in several wards, when 

contract powrakarmikas reported to duty as usual, the contractors and their 
henchmen have stopped their from working, told them to return the uniforms 
provided to them and told them that since the contracts had been closed, the 
workers should not work. The workers insisted on continuing to perform their 
work, when the contractors and their agents have threatened the workers, 
physically stopped them from working and threatened to cause physical harm 
to them if they went to work. Despite the same, workers have continued to 
work in the light of such threats across the city. 

 
This is illustrated by giving some examples of what has been happening 

across the city, as seen below 
  
In Mahdevpura Zone, Ward No. 81 (Vignananagar) and 82 

(Garudacharpalya), contractors and their agents stopped the workers from 
working.  

  
Similarly in South Zone in Ward No. 147 (Adugodi), Ward No. 151 

(Koramangala) the contractors and agents have stopped workers from 
performing their work. In these wards, although the government mestris 
initially told the workers to work, thereafter they informed the workers not to 
work.  

  
In East Zone, in Ward No. 114 (Adugodi) workers have been threatened 

and told them not to work by the contractor, Babu. In Ward No. 93 
(Vasanthnagar), the mestri, Krishna physically blocked the workers and tried 
to prevent them from working. In Ward No. 110, Babu and Shridhar the 
contractors called the workers and told the workers not to work and that no 
one will pay them their wages.   

  
In Rajarajeshwarinagar Zone, in Ward No. 71 (Hegganahalli), in two of 

the musters in Hegganahalli and Hegganahalli Cross, workers are being 
forced not to work. In Sunkadkatte muster, the Health Inspector Rajeshwari 
shockingly informed the workers not to work, since BBMP hadn’t issued work 
orders.  

  



In Dasarahalli Zone, in Ward No. 39 (Choksandara), the mestri and 
contractor called the workers and told them that if they continued to work they 
would not be paid salaries. In Ward No. 12 (Shettihalli) and Ward No. 15 (T-
Dasarahalli), the mestri and agents of the contractors did not allow the 
workers to work and created several problems. 

In several other areas in all the other zones, the workers were 
threatened and not permitted to work. Despite such threats workers have ben 
performing their work.  

 
These are mere examples of the blatantly illegal and criminal actions 

being taken by the contractors and their henchmen to prevent workers from 
working. Despite such threats, the workers have continued to work. While in 
some areas the BBMP officials have visited the place and ensured safety to 
the workers, the same has not been done in several other areas.  

 
A similar situation had occurred on 28.08.2017, when BBMP SWM 

Contractors abandoned the work of garbage collection by refusing to play their 
autos and compactors. On those days, the contract pourakarmikas, despite 
threats from the contractors and their mesthris, continued the work of sweeping 
and cleaning the streets. On 29.08.2017, the Union had held a protest against 
the actions of the contractors and had submitted a memorandum in this regard. 
However, it appears that the failure of the BBMP to take any action against the 
contractors has bolstered them to hold the city to ransom again. This raises 
apprehensions that some officials with the BBMP are in collusion with the 
contractors, and there is no other explanation for action not being initiated 
against the contractors.  

 
Several steps have been taken towards ensuring the rights of contract 

powrakarmikas after several decades of struggle. After the strike held on 
12th and 13th June, 2017, the Government had given an assruances to the 
powrakarmikas to regularize their services and get rid of the exploitative 
contract system. This assurance was given both by the Hon’ble Ministers of 
the State Government and the Hon’ble Mayor, BBMP. In pursuance of the 
same, the Government of Karnataka has also taken a cabinet decision on 
12th July, 2017 giving its approval for abolishing the highly exploitative and 
corrupt contract labour system, cancel all contracts, to make direct payment of 
wages to powrakarmikas and regularize all powrakarmikas. This would not 
only protect the rights of tens of thousands of workers, but would also save 
crores of public money.  



Finally, a Government Order has been issued on 07.08.2017 directing 
the immediate closure of contracts and the direct payment of wages to the 
workers from the Urban Local Body. 

It is a well-established fact that the system of solid waste management 
under the various contractors is a highly corrupt system, where public money 
is being looted by the contractor, and powrakarmikas are made to suffer 
without proper payment of wages, provision of ESI and PF facilities and the 
failure to ensure provision of any safeguards. The fact has even been 
recognized by the Hon’ble Karnataka High Court, which found that public 
money was being squandered, while the garbage cartels were thriving [B.R. 
Ganesh and Ors vs State of Karantaka and Ors.  2014(1)KarLJ386]. Now, the 
contractors are attempting to hold the city to ransom through these blatantly 
illegal, and in fact criminal means. It apears that such criminal efforts may 
continue, and workers have been threatened that they will not be allowed to 
work from tomorrow (i.e. 24.09.2017) onwards. We have filed complaints with 
the BBMP in this regard, and also seek that citizens stand with the 
powrakarmikas.  

 Hence, we seek that immediate steps be taken to ensure the following: 

  
1.    Terminate all the contracts and work-orders immediately.  
2.   Provide protection to the contract powrakarmikas from 24.09.2017 
so that they can carry out their duties 
3. The complete supervisions and control of work of the contract 
powrakarmikas must be taken out of the hands of the contractors and 
their agents and be performed by the BBMP staff, including health 
inspector and engineers 
4.    Direct the BBMP officials to ensure that no threats, harassment, 
intimidation is caused to any of the powrakarmikas   
5.   BBMP should also initiate criminal proceedings and penalise the 
contractors, including imposing exemplary fines against the contractors 
and their agents for held the city to ransom and having threatened the 
workers  
6.    Implement the mandate of the State Government to make 
out direct payment of wages to the contract powrakarmikas (as per 
Karnataka Government order dated 07/08/2017) 
7.    To make out direct payment of all outstanding wages and arrears by 
the BBMP to the workers immediately 

 
 

General Secretary  


